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Also see the March 2012 JLC article
“Avoiding Problems with Spray Foam”

Net-zero energy in Antarctica in 2007
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HCF foam experience
1. First spray foam project was in 1971
2. Foam manufacturing from 1972 to 1978
3. Foam contracting from 1979 to 2009
–
–

Developed the method for injecting closed-cell foam on site
Installed ~ 3 million pounds of foam

4. Foam consulting from 2009 to present
–
–

Project planning
Installation commissioning

-

Inspections
Remediation planning & inspections

5. Noteworthy foam projects include:
– Bruce Museum, The Big Dig, 4 American Ski Grande Hotels in the
Northeast, Net-zero energy weather station in Antarctica, The
Guggenheim Museum

6. Two patents and two published technical papers related to
foam products and quality control

Background
Why do I call them foam problems, not foam failures?
Not all problems are defects in the foam materials!
1. Perception problems (Owners – bad press)
2. Chemical problems (Manufacturer and/or Installer)
3. Design problems (Design professional, GC if no
designer, Owner if neither)
4. Installation problems (Installer)
5. Inadequate follow-up (any or all of the four)
Comment: In the old days, the contractor was responsible for all of the technical
and design issues, plus training and education. Now, it is only #2 and #4.
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Not all problems in projects with foam are related
to the foam product or the foam installation.
SPF can’t seal the wood-to-wood AB connections

Some foam installations are of good quality,
but Owners decide to remove it anyway
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Brief outline
• Why are problems occurring on projects
that include foam?
• What are the causes of foam problems/
failures? (some are both)
• How can we avoid foam problems?

Why are problems occurring on projects
that include foam?
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Why are problems occurring on projects
that include foam?
1. Who knew?
2. Nobody told me.
3. It’s complicated.
4. It’s not my problem.

5. I have been doing it that way forever!

Why are problems occurring on projects that
include foam?
1. Who knew?
•
•

Lack of national ANSI standards and certifications
Lack of installer training and/or experience
– The “Cleveland Museum experience”
Foam problems are not usually advertised by the Installer or the
referral source (Katz)

•

2. Nobody told me; or, how was I supposed to
know everything about it?
–
–
–
–
–

ASTM, NFPA, State fire officials and local fire departments, etc.
OSHA, NIOSH, Industrial Hygiene Assoc., etc.
Foam and Chemical trade association guidance documents
Building science, materials science, chemistry
Codes (International, State, Local, and then there are standards)
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Why are problems occurring on projects that
include foam?
3. It’s complicated, but the price, and therefore the
expectations, are high
Design issues

– Product selection

– Open-cell vs. closed-cell (which is better, open-cell spray, closed-cell cavity fill, or
a kit foam for a 12” metal stud wall with no TB?)
– SPF vs. IPF
– New-to-the-market materials (new companies and old)
– Materials compatibility within building assemblies

– Product use - Building Science implications
–
–
–
–
–

Not enough R-value
Requires a vapor barrier
Needs to dry to the inside or outside (vented)
Foam compatibility with the substrate(s)
Allowance for building movement

– Product location
–
–
–
–
–

Below grade
In the attic
In the crawl space
In a cathedral roof
In a swimming pool building

Material selection
For the Owner and Designer
• Material application types & uses (Spray, inject, OC, CC, etc.)
• Physical properties and testing (R-value, perm rating, etc.)
• Product safety testing and compliance (Fire, etc.)
• Documentation available (Submittals, LEED, etc.)
• Typical pricing
For the Installer
• Processing data
• Equipment requirements
• Installation instruction data
• Shipping and handling data
• Manufacturer support capabilities
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How can we achieve long-term
performance?
Overview
• Anticipate building movement in the design
• Substrate compatibility
• Prepare substrates properly
• Test the material and the application

FAQ – Stress Testing
• Will the foam crack or delaminate if the
building moves?
– Significant building failure will occur long before
the foam will crack or “fall off”
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How can we achieve long-term
performance?
Anticipate building movement in
the design
– Provide control joints
– Relieve stresses with surface cuts
or bond breakers where
necessary – also a QA method
– Use flexible membranes on
substrates that move, and at
transitions between materials
that move at different rates

The Physical Properties of Polyurethane Foam

2.5’’ - cold condition
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The Physical Properties of Polyurethane Foam
ASTM C-719 1’’ compression and tension caulking test - 12% and 25 % shown

Cycling test

Bond breaking
Spanning around areas that move
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Control Joints

Control Joints
Allow movement to relieve stress,
maintain air barrier continuity
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Ventilation
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How can we achieve long-term
performance?
• Substrate compatibility
– Eliminate or plan for known material
incompatibilities
– Verify unknown material bond strength with a pull
test
– Verify unknown material bond strength with heat
stress tests
– Consider heat of reaction bond release
– Consider cure pull of adhered substrate layers

Compatibility
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Compatibility

Compatibility
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Compatibility

Cure lift
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Heat-of-reaction

Heat-of-reaction
Membrane heat-of-reaction bond release
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Material compatibility

1. Natural cure shrinkage
– closed-cell foam
2. Heat of reaction
reduces substrate bond

Material compatibility
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Material compatibility

3 - How can you predict if it is going to shrink in a month or
when it gets cold out? How can you tell when the foam is
going to lose its adhesion to the substrates it is applied to?
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3 - How can you predict if it is going to shrink in a month or
when it gets cold out? How can you tell when the foam is
going to lose its adhesion to the substrates it is applied to?

Material compatibility
Cure-shrink stress, plus
thick passes, plus bondbreak substrate material
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Cure lift
Differential cooling

Cure lift
application

Spacer blocks
at ties
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Cure lift application

Why are problems occurring on projects that
include foam?
3. It’s complicated
Design issues
– Detailing
–
–
–
–
–

Air barrier components not continuous
Thermal bridging
Not in line with other insulation
Wasted material capabilities (drainage plane, air/vapor control)
Not integrated with HVAC systems

– Specifications
–
–
–
–
–

No intent statements
No QA requirements – processing or installation
No performance standards established
No guarantees required
Out-of-date product information

– Documentation and guarantees not addressed
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No quality assurance

SPF – Air barrier continuity

Exterior cavity-wall application
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HVAC design problem

Duct in roof

Air barrier continuity
problem

Air barrier continuity problem
Two melt spots show
where the soffits are
still open

No quality assurance
before finishes
Soffits have not
all been sealed
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Air sealing at soffits

Thermal break design

System #4 – Strapped 2X6s & O-C
PUF (8” = R-32)
C-C PUF would be R-42

“Designing & Building a Zero Annual Net Energy House” — NESEA Building Energy Conference 2007;
2007
Coldham & Hartman Architects
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Thermal break design

System #4 – Strapped 2X6s & C-C
PUF (7” = R-40)

Why are problems occurring on projects that
include foam?
• Design - HVAC
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Fog testing at 112 Beach Ave.
12-23-13

Theatrical fog air leakage tests at each of the
turrets and north chases (M. Bath and Laundry)
H. C. Fennell Consulting, LLC

112 Beach Ave.
Fog introduced at
high wall register in
2nd floor turret

Fan in front door on
first floor
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West side turret fog test

Fog introduced at
the high wall register
in the turret

West duct chase fog test

Fog sighted coming
out in top corner
of Master Bath
turret
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West duct chase fog test

Hole in framing
discovered in top
corner of West turret

West side Laundry duct chase fog test
Fog introduced inside at high
register in Laundry chase

Fog sighted coming out in several soffit bays
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East side Master Bath duct chase fog test

Fog introduced at
high register in M.
Bath
Chase before finishes

West side Laundry duct chase fog test

Hole in framing and missing foam sealant discovered in soffit
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East side turret wall vent
Fog introduced at
high wall register in
M. Bath turret

East side turret fog test

Fog sighted coming out in top corner of M.
Bath turret
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North side fog test areas

Holes in framing and missing foam sealant discovered in soffits
CFM50 / sf before air sealing = .54
CFM50 / sf after air sealing = 0.19
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Roof diagnostics
Duct in roof

HVAC design problem
Original duct location

Duct relocated lower in roof
framing to allow R-38 over it
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HVAC design problem
Duct is against the
roof sheathing no insulation was
installed over the
duct

Looking down at
where the duct
turns down into
the wall bay

Duct relocated at the
interior – 5” of foam will be
installed over the duct

HVAC design problem
Wall bays are not
insulated outside
of the ducts
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Remediation results
Frost melt pattern shows duct is insulated and
foam cracks are sealed.

Why are problems occurring on projects that
include foam?

3. It’s complicated
Design issues
– Code compliance
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Fire protection
Unvented roofs
Insulating roofs in attics with insulation & VR at the attic floor
Recessed lights and wiring
How Evaluation Service Reports and labeling relate to the codes
Inspection requirements
Changes in AC 377
Buildings with vermiculite in the attic floor
Lack of inspections by building officials
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Why are problems occurring on projects
that include foam?
4. It’s not my problem.
• Owners want the lowest price – not sure what to ask
for in the bids to get comparable pricing and quality.
• Manufacturers and installers cut quality and services
in such a price-driven marketplace.
• Architects can no longer rely on the foam trade for
technical support. They are also under $ pressure.
• GCs are not experienced with foam installations.
– They don’t have a rigorous pre-qualification process.
– They don’t have well-developed standard work
requirements in their bid solicitations.
– They don’t have in-house quality assurance protocols.

Why are problems occurring on projects
that include foam?
5. Nobody else is doing it, so I can’t afford to.
– Minimal enforcement by building officials
– No technical support by foam installers for Owners and
Architects
– No requirements for training (equipment and products, but
not about building science or specific applications)
– No requirements for quality assurance or reporting

6. They say they have been doing it forever, so they
must be good.
– They added foam to their established cellulose business
almost a year ago, they’d done three houses
– We’ve been doing it that way for three generations
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Why are problems occurring on projects
that include foam?
Note: Be careful when designing or using
mixed/hybrid insulation systems. Dew point issues
can occur, especially in localized areas where
insulation amount vary. Guidance on this topic is
included in the codes and in the SPFA AY-147 - Spray
Polyurethane Foam for Hybrid Insulation Systems –
Part 2: Climate Zones 4 – 7

What are the causes of foam
problems?
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What are the causes of foam problems?
• Chemistry problems
• Site processing problems
• Installation problems
• Post-installation problems

Chemical Problems
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Chemical problems
Before the installation
• QA problems at the factory – record the lot numbers
used for each project
• Too hot or too cold during shipping
• Too hot or too cold during storage. Do not store
above 86F or below freezing

During the installation
•
•
•
•

The rig is too hot or too cold during the installation
The ambient and/or substrate are too hot or too cold
Process-equipment heaters are not working properly
Kit or can materials are too hot or too cold

Delivered too cold
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Chemical problems
1. The chemicals are prone to stratification when
stored (mechanical mixing or recirculation)
2. Work-arounds for each
a. Specify processing to manufacturer’s specs.
b. Require process monitoring records as a
submittal (temperature/ratio monitor output)
Note: Pressure monitoring is not a true indication
of ratio – pressure changes with temperature
and up and down-stream restrictions, while flow
is specific to the ratio of the chemicals to each
other.

Processing
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What are the causes of foam problems?

Processing problems
1. The pump/proportioner goes off ratio
2. The mix is not adequate
3. The drum, pump/proportioner, and hose heat are not
properly set or maintained
4. Inadequate QA control systems in place to avoid problems
when changes occur after the initial equipment start-up
(Ideally use temperature and ratio monitors with shut-down
capability)
Hint: Require processing QA reports in your submittals
to assure product quality

Short-term ratio event
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Short-term ratio event

What are the causes of foam problems?

Things change!
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Wet and cold
substrates

Note the lack of
adhesion at the
roof sheathing
and rafter
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Product Data Sheet
PROCESSING CHARACTERISTICS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDED PROCESSING TEMPERATURES

Preheater

Hose

Component A

100-130°F

100-130°F

Component B

110-130°F

100-130°F

These temperatures are typical of those required to produce acceptable product using
conventional Gusmer or Grace equipment. Environmental conditions may dictate the use
of other temperature ranges. However, under no circumstances should a temperature of
140F be exceeded. It is the responsibility of the applicator to determine the specific
temperature settings to match the environmental conditions and his own equipment.
PROCESSING CHARACTERISTICS
Machine Mix at recommended temperatures*

Winter

Regular

Cream Time

1 second

2 seconds

Tack Free Time

On Rise

On Rise

Cure Time

4 Hours

4 Hours

Product Data Sheet
RECOMMENDED SUBSTRATE TEMPERATURES
At time of application

RT2045 Winter

RT2045 Regular

Minimum

40°F

60°F

Maximum

80°F

120°F

For applications below 40F, FOAM-TECH personnel should be consulted. At the lower
end of the indicated temperature ranges, flash passes should be avoided.
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Product Data Sheet
FLAMMABILITY CHARACTERISTICS*
SURFACE BURNING CHARACTERISTICS*
ASTM E-84*

3"

4"

Flame Spread*

25

25

Smoke

400

400

Sample spray applied at 1/4" Cement Asbestos Board.
*Note: This numerical flame spread and all other data presented is not intended to reflect the hazards presented by this or
any other material under actual fire conditions.

CAUTION: Polyurethane foam produced from these materials may present a fire hazard
if exposed to fire or excessive heat (i.e. cutting torches). The use of polyurethane foam in
interior applications on walls and ceilings presents an unreasonable fire risk unless
protected by an approved fire resistant barrier with a finish rating of not less that 15
minutes. A code definition of an approved “thermal barrier” is a material equal in fire
resistance to ½’ gypsum board. Each firm, person, or corporation engaged in the use,
manufacture, production or application of polyurethane foams products from these resins
should carefully examine his end use to determine potential fire hazard associated with
such product in a specific use and to utilize appropriate precautionary and safety
measures. Consultation with building code officials and insurance agency personnel
before application is recommended.

OEM PU Foam processing
QA meters since 1954
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Processing quality control
This is industry-standard off-the-shelf
quality control equipment that can
eliminate most foam processing failures –
specify this type of processing QA for your
projects!

Ratio, usage, and
temperature monitor with
auto shut-off

Note the number
of processing
parameters that
need to be on
spec. for good
quality control

Note that these parameters shut down the pump if
the pre-set quality assurance limits are exceeded
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Graco
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Graco

Test sample A-to-B ratio analysis – Lab only
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Product Data Sheet
PROCESSING CHARACTERISTICS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDED PROCESSING TEMPERATURES

Preheater

Hose

Component A

100-130°F

100-130°F

Component B

110-130°F

100-130°F

These temperatures are typical of those required to produce acceptable product using
conventional Gusmer or Grace equipment. Environmental conditions may dictate the use
of other temperature ranges. However, under no circumstances should a temperature of
140F be exceeded. It is the responsibility of the applicator to determine the specific
temperature settings to match the environmental conditions and his own equipment.
PROCESSING CHARACTERISTICS
Machine Mix at recommended temperatures*

Winter

Regular

Cream Time

1 second

2 seconds

Tack Free Time

On Rise

On Rise

Cure Time

4 Hours

4 Hours

Infrared locates off-ratio material
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2# SPF

Shower inside of the wall
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Wall shrinkage

Pattern analysis discovers off-ratio material
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Off ratio – B-rich

Off ratio – B-rich
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After replacement

Off ratio - fluctuations
• Layers of A-rich, good quality, and B-rich foam
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Off ratio - fluctuations
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Off ratio - fluctuations
Layers of A-rich, good quality, and B-rich foam

Off ratio - fluctuations
• Layers of A-rich, good quality, and B-rich foam
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After removal

After replacement
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Rim joists

Foundation
walls
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